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INTRODUCTION

MISSION AND VISION

ELF Wallet is a self-built wallet DeFi tool on DRAC Network, includ-
ing multi-chain wallets, decentralized exchanges, Dapp browsers, 
token ecology, dapp ecology, NFT trading market, charts, blocks  
Chain news, cross-chain exchange.

Our mission is to create the ultimate DRAC Network wallet that 
boasts interchain and multi-chain compatibility—while providing a 
superior user experience through an intuitive UI. We envision a 
wallet that empowers individuals to access Decentralized Finance 
(DeFi) technology and a “swiss army knife” of features. By inte-
grating with sister protocols and additional decentralized applica-
tions, ELF Wallet will efficiently and reliably unlock the power of the 
DRAC network.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The adoption of blockchain introduced Web3 wallets and other 
DeFi products that provide alternative solutions to the current 
financial system. However, the steep learning curve results in a 
high barrier to entry— preventing a considerable amount of 
people from leveraging DeFi products. This is because users need 
to learn how to create a wallet, transfer crypto and assets be-
tween wallets, stake and swap assets—while using different appli-
cations. In addition, DeFi lacks general information for new users, 
creating a barrier to entry. The user is expected to overcome this 
information gap on their own, while dealing with scattered 
resources and a lack of proper application documentation. This is 
one of the main reasons preventing mainstream DeFi adoption 
and public consumption.
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PROPOSED SOLUTION
The gap in DeFi starts with the interface we use and that is where 
ELF Wallet’s true power lies. ELF Wallet will bridge this gap by pro-
viding essential DeFi tools for new and experienced users—with a 
user-focused, feature-packed, secure, and easyto-use interface.

In the short term, ELF Wallet is designed to be a user experience 
focused, light wallet based on DRAC that supports frictionless de-
centralized applications (dApp) integration and intuitive 
cross-chain swapping. ELF’s light wallet will feature seamless UI 
and the ability to send, stake, and swap tokens.

In the long term, ELF Wallet will ultimately be a decentralized 
Web3 wallet with superior UX experience, chain agnostic Web3 
functions, and an all-in one platform that enables interchain & 
cross-chain swapping, liquidity locking, fiat purchase of crypto, 
and hardware plugin integration with 3rd party partners.

WALLET

DEFI

WEB3
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HOW IT WORKS
ELF provides a multitude of integrations and then chains these 
integrations on the back-end. To ensure superior functionality. Let 
us demonstrate this with a couple of simple examples.

CASE 1 – BUYING/TRADING 
NATIVE DRAC TOKENS WITH FIAT.

Service A – integration with a fiat ramp for 
buying/selling native DRAC.
Service B – integration with a DRAC DEX like 
TEDDY Swap for swapping native tokens.

Chaining of A with B under the hood, provides 
a seamless UI for the user to purchase DRAC 
tokens directly with fiat.

CASE 3 – BUY GLOBAL STOCKS AND PRECIOUS METALS WITH FIAT.

Service A – integration with a fiat ramp for buying/selling native DRAC
Service B – integration with a synthetic asset protocol on DRAC 

Several complex, but much-needed use case requirements are facilitated to unlock the full 
power of decentralized finance for both average and seasoned users.

CASE 2 – DEPOSIT YOUR FIAT 
FOR INTEREST.

Service A – integration with a fiat ramp for 
buying/selling native DRAC.
Service B – integration with TEDDY Swap for 
swapping DRAC to stablecoins on DRAC.
Service C – integration with an interest rate 
stablecoins for yield

Service A

Service B

Service C
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PROPOSED SOLUTION
$ELF is the native token for the ELF Wallet platform. This will be 
originally available as an DRC-20 token on TEDDYswap(DRAC), that 
will be bridged to DRAC. 

$ELF comes with 4 primary utilities.

Additionally, $ELF plans to be the token used for all transaction fee 
payments on DRAC conducted through ELF Wallet.

1. Application scenarios of ELF wallet tokens: token-adding 
logo and DAPP logo, token rankings, DAPP rankings, token & 
DAPP trending, and advertisements, etc. several services pro-
vided through the wallet integrations.
2. Stake $ELF to the appropriate tiers to enjoy fee rebates on a 
variety of services offered on the wallet.
3. Stake the appropriate quantity of $ELF tokens to be eligible 
for a premium tier. This premium tier will unlock several pre-
mium features of the wallet, including but not limited to de-
tailed wallet analytics, tracking and alert mechanisms.
4. $ELF will be the governance token for the platform that 
empowers the users to decide the direction and parameters 
for the wallet features. This included (but is not limited to) 
fees and rewards.
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TOKENOMICS

ELF issued 1 billion tokens and migrates back to DRAC chain after 
completion of DRAC Network.

Teddy NFT holders are entitled to ICO qualification according to 
the NFT share, and the total share of ICO is 32%
The top 400 DRAC holders enjoy a proportional 4% airdrop (except 
for contract addresses)
The top 400 holders of TeddyV2 will enjoy a proportional 4% air-
drop (except for contract addresses)
30% of the tokens are jointly held by the XX institution and the 
project party for operation lock-up for 2 years and linear 
unlocking
20% add liquidity ELF/BNB
10% liquidity for CEX

30%-Team hold20%
Pan cakeswap liquidity

10%
liquidity of CEXs

4%
DRAC holders airdrop

4%
TeddyV2 holders airdrop

Teddy NFT ICO-32%
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Purchase tax - 2% total burn 1% marketing 1% return liquidity Total 
purchase transaction tax 4%
Sales tax - 2% total destruction 1% marketing 1% return liquidity 
Total sales transaction tax 4%
The project market-making account whitelist has no tax, and no 
other whitelists are open.
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TEAM
We are a team of developers, designers, blockchain enthusiasts, 
and IT professionals dedicated to bringing the next generation of 
banking solutions to the world. We believe the future is based on 
blockchain technology. That’s why everyone should be able to 
access DeFi products. Promoting the next generation of solid user 
experience begins with filling in the missing gaps of UX. DRAC was 
chosen because we believe it will play a large role in the future of 
DeFi. By leveraging our deep experience with DeFi applications, 
we can provide a decentralized banking future for everyone, one 
transaction at a time.

ARDA KAYA
Founder & CEO

Erin Fowler
CMO

salem Basheer 
Mohamed Ali Husai

Founder & COO

Allen North
Software Engineering

Solomon Addison
Founder & CTO

Oscar Rob
system Engineer
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Roadmap

Q2 2021
-Launch/IDO
-Marketing campaign
-Token distribution
-Web wallet

Q3 2021
-Swap cross-chain
-Staking
-lntegration into the 
DRAC blockchain

Q4 2021
-Launch/IDO
-Marketing campaign
-Token distribution
-Web wallet

Twitter：@ElfWallet     Email：suppoer@elfwallets.com

2022+
-Swap cross-chain
-Staking
-lntegration into the 
DRAC blockchain


